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March 11, 2009
Dear Concerned Citizen,
This Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was performed as a class project under the
supervision of Dr. Leo Bodensteiner. As a group, we analyzed the proposed plan for the
removal of the causeway portion of the Tommy Thompson Parkway, located within Fidalgo Bay
in Anacortes, WA. This project includes the excavation of the riprap portion of the causeway on
the western end, and the removal and replacement of the creosote pilings on the eastern end
upon which the former railroad trestle rests. The discussion includes the current proposal and
three alternatives for the removal of the causeway. Each of the alternatives and impacts are
outlined within the EIA. Potential impacts from the construction of a replacement structure are
also discussed in this EIA.
The proposed plan of complete removal of the filled portion of the causeway, as well as removal
of the creosote pilings utilizing the vibratory extraction method, is the preferred course of action
recommended by our team.
This EIA adequately summarizes the impacts of the project on the built and natural
environment. We hope this EIA offers valuable insight into the environmental issues raised by
this development.
Sincerely,
The Fidalgo Bay Causeway EIA Team
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GLOSSARY
Creosote- Wood preservative used on trestle pilings. It is distilled from coal tar and applied to
the pilings through pressure methods. There are over 300 chemicals found in creosote.
Epiphytic- Adjective of epiphyte-plant that grows on another plant upon which it depends for
mechanical support but not for nutrients.
Mean Lower Low Water- A tidal datum. The average of the lower low water height of each tidal
day observed over the National Tidal Datum Epoch.
Midden- A mound or deposit containing shells, animal bones, and other refuse that indicates
the site of a human settlement
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)- PCBs are a group of persistent organic pollutants that
were banned in the 1970’s in the US, due to their ability to accumulate in animals. PCBs
structure is two benzene rings with attached chlorines, there are a total of 209 different PCBs.
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)-PAHs are often found in tar, oil, coal and other
organic substances. The structure of PAHs consists of fused aromatic rings and there are over
100 identified PAHs. Coming from a health prospective there is strong correlation between
PAHs and cancer in organisms.
Semi-volatile Organic Compounds (SVOC)-SVOC are a group of chemicals that have high
boiling points, making they be released in the form of gas at much slower rate than volatile
organic compounds.
Soil Map Unit - A soil map unit is used in soil surveys that are distributed by the United States
Department of Agriculture. The map units are areas that are classified by certain types of soils,
and are named after the prominent soil series in that map unit.
Trex Deck- Trex is a popular brand of durable wood-plastic composite material used for decking
and landscaping, and made from recycled plastic and wood wastes.
LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ADA- Americans with Disabilities Act
ADV-Average Daily Volume
City-City of Anacortes
CM-Commercial Marine
CY- Cubic Yards
CZM- Coastal Zone Management
DAHP- Washington Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation
DNR- Department of Natural Resources
EIA- Environmental Impact Assessment
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LM-Light Manufacturing
MLLW- Mean Lower Low Water
NAT- Nisqually Aquatic Technologies
NRHP- National Register of Historic Places
PCB- Polychlorinated biphenyls
PAH- Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Ridolfi- RIDOLFI Inc.
SEPA- State Environmental Policy Act
SVOC- Semi-volatile Organic Compounds
WAC- Washington Administrative Code
WDNR- Washington Department of Natural Resources
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this environmental impact assessment (EIA) is to determine the effects of
removing the Fidalgo Bay Causeway portion of the Tommy Thompson Parkway, located in
Fidalgo Bay, Washington, (Figure 1). The riprap filled portion and the trestle (formed of
creosote-coated pilings) are designated for removal and eventual replacement with a new
structure resting upon steel or concrete pilings (Figure 2). This EIA investigates the positive and
negative impacts associated with the removal including the proposed action, two alternative
actions, and if no action was taken. The delineation of impacts are in accordance with the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA). The proposed action completely removes the causeway,
including the filled portion and the creosote pilings with the use of the vibrating hammer removal
method. The first alternative removes only a 200-foot stretch of the filled portion and removes
the creosote pilings via vibration removal. The second alternative is a last resort measure,
created in the event that the creosote pilings are unsound and cannot be removed via the
vibrating hammer method. It consists of the unsound pilings being removed by cutting of the
pilings below the sediment line. The filled portion is completely removed in this alternative. If no
action is taken, the causeway will be left untouched. A potential replacement process is briefly
described at the end of the document, in Section 5.

1.2 Site Description
The Fidalgo Bay Causeway is located at the southern end of Fidalgo Bay, in Washington State,
northern Puget Sound in northwestern Skagit County. The former railroad trestle under
investigation—now part of the heavily used Tommy Thompson Parkway—runs parallel to
tribally-owned land on the western shore of Fidalgo Bay at Weaverling Spit and extends over
state-owned aquatic lands to the eastern shore of Fidalgo Bay on March Point. The City of
Anacortes converted the existing trestle to a pedestrian trail by adding composite decking
material to form a boardwalk in a project completed in 2005.

1.3 Problem Description
Currently, the portion of the Tommy Thompson trail under investigation—a former railroad
trestle—bisects Fidalgo Bay and is supported by creosote pilings that degrade the aquatic
habitat. Further, the presence of a riprap embankment on the western portion of the trail
supplants the historical mudflats and alters tidal circulation in the southern portion of Fidalgo
Bay.

1.4 Description of Proposed Action and Alternatives
Proposed Action
The proposed action for the removal of the Fidalgo Bay Causeway is to completely remove all
770 creosote-treated pilings currently supporting the western portion of the structure, and to
remove the entire causeway, including the riprap filled portion of the structure from the tip of
Weaverling Spit eastward. Approximately 32,400 cubic yards of material make up the riprap
portion—as well as 630 pilings estimated to be buried within the causeway, assuming the piling
spacing is similar to that seen under the trestle.
|1
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The filled portion of the causeway would be removed and replaced with an elevated bridge
deck. The creosote-treated pilings would be removed by first loosening them with a vibratory
hammer, then pulling them out with a crane, and replacing them with concrete or steel pilings
(NAT 2007; Ridolfi 2008). This project has a community focus in that it enables the tribe in their
stewardship of the environment, as well as providing an interpretive education component for
similar environmental clean-up and renovation projects in other places within Puget Sound
(Christine Woodward, personal communication, 2008). Efforts will be taken to mitigate any
construction related degradation of the environment including impacts related to machinery or
underwater construction, including the release of contaminated materials. The contaminated
sediments and the removed materials will be collected in a net and removed immediately upon
dislocation from the sediments to prevent contamination to the surrounding water.
Alternative Action #1
Alternative #1 entails removing all pilings on the westward portion of the trestle by the vibratory
extraction method, and removing a single 200-foot section of causeway and replacing it with a
bridge to cross the span. This alternative would require removal and disposal of approximately
2,000 cubic yards of fill and riprap, as well as an estimated 76 pilings within the footprint that
would require removal and disposal. This alternative was developed to allow significant and
spatially distinct flow through the causeway at a lower cost than the Proposed Action (Ridolfi,
2008). This alternative is not recommended because it has an insignificant impact on flow
through the entire bay compared to the proposed action. However, compared to the proposed
action, this option can be completed at a lower cost, as it was conceived as a cost-saving
method.
Alternative Action #2
Alternative #2 involves the removal of all creosote pilings on the westward portion of the trestle
via cutting the pilings below the sediment line, but not fully removing them. Additionally, the
entire filled portion of the causeway on the eastward side of the trestle would be removed, along
with the approximately 630 pilings thought to be buried within the riprap and fill material. The
potential pilings would be removed by cutting them below the surface, as opposed to the
vibratory method used in the proposed action. (Ridolfi, 2008) This alternative is only
recommended if the creosote pilings are found to be unstable for removal through the vibration
method.
No Action
Under this alternative, both the riprap portion of the causeway and trestle portion would remain
in the current condition. The combined structure is approximately 4,380 feet long, and the trestle
portion—the portion resting on pilings—is approximately 2,020 feet. The riprap filled portion of
the structure covers approximately 4.1 acres of mudflat. Intertidal habitat on the riprap
embankment is of poor quality, and not conducive to supporting aquatic life. The filled portion
also blocks tidal flow in the bay. The trestle portion of the structure, consisting of approximately
770 creosote-treated pilings, allows relatively unobstructed flow of water within Fidalgo Bay.
However, the leaching of creosote and its related chemicals are degrading the local
environment.
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Fidalgo Bay Location and Vicinity Map

Figure 1. View depicting Guemes Channel, Fidalgo Bay, the study site, and nearby roads.
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Fidalgo Bay Aerial Map

Figure 2. Aerial view depicting Southern end of Fidalgo Bay.
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1.5 Recommendation
The authors recommend the Proposed Action for this project. The entire causeway and the
existing trestle structure are negatively affecting the environment of Fidalgo Bay and should be
removed and replaced with a less detrimental structure. The environmental benefits include
potentially increased habitat, water quality, and shoreline use. The adverse effects will occur
during removal and reconstruction and are expected to be short-term impacts. Alternative 1
offers the planners a lower cost option but the positive impacts on the environment are less
significant than the recommended action. Alternative 2 is a last resort option if the vibration
method cannot be applied, as it leaves contaminated pilings in the sediment that could continue
to degrade the surrounding environment.

1.6 Decision Matrix
Element of the
Environment:
Geology
Soils/Sediments
Erosion/enlargement
of land area
Air quality
Water resources
Flora
Fauna
Environmental
Health
Noise
Land and Shoreline
Use
Light and Glare
Aesthetics
Recreation
Historic and Cultural
Preservation
Transportation
Public Services and
Utilities

Proposed
Action
O
(-)***
O

Alternative
Action #1
O
-/*
O

Alternative
Action #2
O
--/*
O

No Action

(--)
***
(-)**
***
***

(--)
*
**
(--) **
(--) **

(--)
***
**
**
***

O
-O
(---)
(---)

(---)
***

(--)
**

(--)
**

O
O

O/(--)
O/***
(---)
***/-

O(-)
O/**
(--)
**/-

O/(-)
O/**
(--)
**/-

O
O/O
O/--

(---)
O

(--)
O

(--)
O

O
O

O
-O

* to *** = Significant long-term positive impact
- to - - - = Significant long-term negative impact
O = No impact
( ) = short term
Note: Ranges of positive or negative impacts are relative only to each individual section, not
between sections.
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2. HISTORY OF THE PROJECT AREA
The project area is located within the traditional territory of the Samish Indian Nation. During the
first half of the nineteenth century, the Samish had winter villages on Fidalgo, Samish and
Guemes islands (WDNR, 2008). One of the Fidalgo Island villages stood on March Point, at the
east end of the railroad bridge crossing Fidalgo Bay. Both Weaverling Spit (on the western end
of the causeway) and March Point (on the eastern end) were used as marine resource
collection areas for the harvesting of shellfish. Physical conditions throughout Fidalgo Bay have
historically been altered by shoreline armoring and development, dredging, and filling, causing
ecological changes (Williams et al, 2003). The Fidalgo Bay Causeway under investigation was
built and completed by the Seattle and Northern Railroad in 1890, as contracted by the Oregon
Improvement Company. According to the local Anacortes American (1890), 560 creosote pilings
originally supported the train trestle across the bay. The riprap portion made up a much smaller
segment of the causeway than it does today, and was most likely originally developed from
volcanic rock from a nearby rock quarry (Terry Slotemaker, City of Anacortes History Museum,
personal communication, 2009).
Since 1891, approximately 47 acres of Fidalgo Bay have been filled, which include the fill placed
to create the causeway (Williams et al, 2003) for the formation of the Seattle and Northern
railway. In Anacortes, the railroad originates at 4th St. in Anacortes and winds its way south
along Fidalgo Bay, finally crossing the bay over a trestle from Weaverling Spit to March Point.
Approximately 2,380 feet of the creosote pilings have been backfilled with fill material and
riprap, beginning at Weaverling Spit from the west and extending out into Fidalgo Bay. This
portion has been continually extended eastward since its original creation in 1890. At some
point, a mine was located on Weaverling Spit, the remnants of which were blown in 1920. The
rock fragments from the explosion were used for one of many extensions of the riprap on the
causeway (Pringle, 2008). The trestle was also reconstructed several times in the 1940s and
1950s; some untreated wood sections were treated with osmose in 1980 (City, 2000).
Approximately 770 creosote pilings provide support for the remaining 1,890 feet of trestle.
As a result of the addition of fill material, the natural tidal circulation into Fidalgo Bay has been
restricted to a narrow channel below the trestle. The trestle was used by the railroad until about
c. 1990, running for the last time to the plywood mill at March Point (Terry Slotemaker, City of
Anacortes History Museum, personal communication). The City of Anacortes is now the owner
of the trestle. The 4,270 foot portion of the trail that runs over the bay, and the additional 2.3
miles of the former Seattle and Northern Railway (Burlington Northern Railroad) were converted
into the recreational Tommy Thompson Parkway trail by the City. In 2005, the rails and
hardware from the causeway were removed and a new deck to support pedestrian and light
utility vehicles was constructed over the existing railroad ties and sub-deck support structure
(NAT, 2007). Since its establishment, the trail has been heavily used by pedestrians and
bicyclists.
The majority of the tidelands below the causeway, as well as those located south of the trestle,
are part of the Washington Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) Fidalgo Bay Aquatic
Reserve. The reserve was established as an environmental aquatic reserve in 2000—and
confirmed as a reserve candidate in 2003—to conserve and enhance important habitats and
species.
In 2007, the Samish Indian Nation and the Washington Department of Ecology secured funds
through the Puget Sound Initiative to pursue a Feasibility Study for the Fidalgo Bay causeway
|6
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project. Under the assumption that the creosote-treated pilings and contaminated sediment
would be removed, this study would assess existing site conditions and possible future site
conditions under scenarios wherein the causeway east of Weaverling Point would be modified
or removed. In October of 2007, Nisqually Aquatic Technologies (NAT) completed a limited
underwater survey of the trestle portion of the causeway to check the condition of the pilings,
supporting structure, and bottom composition both under and immediately adjacent to the
causeway. The Feasibility Study was completed by Ridolfi, Inc. in 2008.

Photograph (1910) of the causeway

Figure 3. Photograph from 1910 of the causeway (Judd, 1910; Courtesy of Anacortes
History Museum)
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3. ELEMENTS OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
3.1 EARTH
3.1.1 Geology
Description
The geology of the area mainly consists of glacial till, glacial drift, and glaciolacustrine materials
from the most recent glaciation of the area, colluvium, volcanic ash, and residuum from argillite
(Klungland, 1989).

3.1.2a Soils
Description
In the area of interest, there are 17 soil map units that have been identified. Appendix A has a
complete list of the soil map units in the area as well as a map of the area of interest. The main
map unit, Xerorthents, is located on the hills and floodplains surrounding the area. This map unit
is highly disturbed; soils have been removed and added as the local managers saw fit, as well
as armoring of the beaches (Figure 7). Other common map units include Beaches, Coveland
gravelly loam, Fidalgo-Lithic Xerochrepts, Hydraquents, Keystone loamy sand and WhistleFidalgo Rock outcrop. These soils are mainly deep, to very deep, poorly drained to very poorly
drained soils. The Keystone loamy sand and Beaches map units are excessively well drained.
The elevation for these soils ranges from 0 to 1,300 feet. The slopes range from 0% to 30%.
The map units range from limited organic matter to an inch thick of dead material
(Klungland,1989).
Proposed Action
Impacts: The soils surrounding the Bay may be exposed to conditions that may increase erosion
due to the loss of the riprap as an energy dissipater. The water table levels may change due to
increased wave action in the Bay. The soils surrounding the construction site may be
compacted or degraded due to this construction.
Alternative Action #1
Impacts: The impacts of alternative action one are similar to proposed action, except with
reduced wave action due to the presence of riprap.
Mitigation: The mitigation efforts that are described in the proposed action will be similar for
alternative action one.
Alternative Action #2
Impacts: The impacts of alternative action two are similar to proposed action.
Mitigation: The mitigation efforts that are described in the proposed action will be similar for
alternative action two.
|8
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No Action Alternative

Impacts: Soils will erode at the same rate they do now, which is very minimal.
Mitigation: There are currently no mitigation efforts in place.

3.1.2b Sediments
Description
The sediments in the bay consist mostly of mud, sand, and gravel/cobble sediments. (WDNR,
2008, Appendix A). There are also areas that are bedrock or man-made substrates, such as the
pilings and riprap. The sediments in the south end of the bay are mostly sand, silt and clay
mixed with organic matter. There are peat deposits mixed with volcanic materials. Sediments in
the middle bay consist of a mixture of fine clays, silts and sands that make up the large tidal
flats in that area. Sub-tidal sediments are mixtures of mud, sand, gravel and cobble, as well as
the hard man-made and natural substrates. Both sides of the bay are dominated by mixed sand
and gravel substrates and a few areas on the western shore of the bay have exposed bedrock.
The eastern shore has substrate in areas that consist of pea gravel and coarse sand
(WDNR,2008, Appendix A).
Proposed Action
Impacts: The proposed action will dramatically change the sediments around the causeway by
removing contaminated sediments and changing the tidal flow in the area to a more natural flow.
The vibratory removal method minimally disturbs the surrounding sediments. However, due to
the vibrations, smaller-sized particles may be distributed into the water column. If these smaller
particles are associated with creosote contaminates, the water surrounding the construction site
could experience an increase in concentration of the harmful chemicals, which could in turn
affect flora and fauna populations. The sediments that have been deposited in the low flow area
by the riprap will be redistributed around the bay, and potentially washed away outside the bay.
Flora or fauna that currently live in that area may be displaced as well. If the sediments are
found to be contaminated they will be removed which could suspend the sediments, reducing
the water quality surrounding the construction site. The sediments could be removed by crane
or through their capture in a net.
Mitigation: The sediments and the removed materials will be caught in a net and removed
immediately upon dislocation from the sediments to prevent contaminating the surrounding
water.
Alternative Action #1
Impacts: The impacts of alternative action one are similar to those from the proposed action.
Less of the riprap is being removed, and will potentially continue to contaminate the surrounding
area.
Mitigation: The mitigation for alternative action one are the same as the proposed action, but
because much of the riprap is in place there is the potential for continued monitoring of
contaminates in the local area.
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Alternative Action #2
Impacts: The fill portion of the causeway will have similar effects on the sediments as the
proposed action’s impacts. The pilings will be cut off at the base near the sediments leaving a
portion of the piling in the sediments. The sediments and creosote pilings contain harmful
chemicals and in this action will be left to invade the surrounding environment. If the
contaminated sediments are not removed they could be redistributed throughout the bay.
Compared to the proposed action though, this action would not create an environment for much
sediment disbursement due to the vibration of the pilings and sediments.
Mitigation: During the removal process, mitigation efforts must be taken to prevent the pilings
and contaminated sediments from dispersing away from the construction site through the
possible use of a net to catch released particles.
No Action Alternative
Impacts: The sediments containing harmful chemicals from the creosote will continue to invade
the surrounding environment, the chemicals will work their way through all levels of the food
web. Please see the environmental health section (Section 4.1) for an exploration of what these
chemicals cause to local environment and their concentrations in Fidalgo Bay.
Mitigation: Take measures to remove the harmful chemicals from the environment if at all
possible. This may include bio-remediation or through the use of covers on the pilings to prevent
contamination of harmful chemicals to the surrounding area (Adams et al, 2003).

3.1.3 Erosion/Enlargement of Land Area
Description
The upland soils of the area are at low risk of erosion (Klungland, 1989). The sediments built up
behind the pilings and the riprap may be exposed to more wave action and will eventually be
displaced. Some areas in the bay are sediment starved because of the causeway’s restriction of
water movement. The Bay does not have a large input of the sediments, and because of the
restricted wave action, some areas of the Bay do not receive any upland sediments nor bay
sediments. Much of the bay’s beaches have been armored (WDNR,2008, Appendix A).
Proposed Action
Impacts: The proposed action may increase exposure to wave action and may cause even low
erosion-risk soils to be eroded from the beaches surrounding the bay. Some areas of the bay
are sediment starved, but under the proposed action sediment may be redistributed in the bay
through the wave action and thus of the sediments. The removal process may cause erosion
through compaction of inland soils through heavy machinery use, and increased traffic in the
area.
Mitigation: Monitoring the shoreline for increased erosion effects and install erosion barriers if
necessary.
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Alternative Action #1
Impacts: This alternative would not increase the amount of flow into the bay as much as the
proposed action nor as much as alternative action 2. This proposed action may decrease the
risk of erosion to the beaches. Otherwise, the impacts associated with alternative action one are
similar to the proposed action.
Mitigation: Mitigation efforts for this alternative are not necessary beyond monitoring the
beaches and armor as the managers of the area see fit if erosion becomes a problem.
Atlernative Action #2
Impacts: The impacts for alternative action two are the same as the proposed action.
Mitigation: The mitigation efforts for alternative action two are similar to the proposed action.
No Action Alternative
Impacts: Under this alternative there would not be an increase in erosion, nor a decrease. Soils
would erode as they currently are and the Skagit County Soil Survey states that these soils are
at low risk for erosion (Klungland, 1989).
Mitigation: Take measures to prevent erosion including preventing compaction or loss of
shoreline due to unprotected beaches.

3.2 AIR QUALITY
Description
The air quality in the Fidalgo Bay area meets federal and state guidelines for air quality (Arntzen
et al, 2003).
Proposed Action
Impacts: The proposed action may decrease air quality temporarily due to the use of heavy
machinery to remove the pilings and riprap. The exposure of anoxic sediments may also
decrease air quality due to methane or sulfur release. Methane is a greenhouse gas, and sulfur
causes unpleasant odors, both of which are unpleasant and degrade the environment in some
form, however, these impacts are expected only in the short-term.
Alternative Action #1
Impacts: The impacts for this alternative are less than the proposed action; heavy machinery will
be used less because less of the riprap will be removed.
Alternative Action #2
Impacts: The impacts for this alternative are similar to the proposed action.
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No Action Alternative
Impacts: If anoxic sediments remain in the Bay, then methane as well as sulfur may be released
decreasing the aesthetic qualities of the bay through the smell of the area as well as methane’s
effect on the green house gas budget for the area.

3.3 WATER
Description
Fidalgo Bay is located at the southeastern end of Fidalgo Island and drains and fills into the
Guemes Channel which connects to the Padilla Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve.
Fidalgo Bay is 1,575 acres, 600 acres of which were used to establish an environmental aquatic
reserve in 2000 by the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) (WDNR, 2008). Fidalgo Bay
does not have any major tributaries, but it is a very productive area within the Pacific Northwest
waters (Arntzen et al, 2003).
The fresh water that flows into Fidalgo Bay originates mostly from nonpoint source locations,
small streams, and outflows. Direct seepage is one of the direct sources of freshwater into the
bay. Through tidal flows, 50 to 60% of the water empties into Guemes Channel with a residence
time of around 3 to 6 hours (Arntzen et al, 2003). Fidalgo Bay has semi-diurnal tidal cycles with
a mean range of 1.5 meters and has various regimes of strong tidal flows and waves (WDNR,
2008). With the armoring of the banks due to the riprap used for the causeway, there have been
restrictions in tidal flows within the area by the riprap directing the flow towards the center of the
bay, as well as increased turbulence due to the degrading of the shore banks, and wave action
(Ridolfi 2008).
The water in the bay with respect to well mixed in temperature, salinity, and dissolved oxygen.
However, due to the causeway being located in the center of the bay, the flow is constricted
causing a funneling effect within the center of the bay directing most of the water towards this
area reducing tidal flow into the southern part of the bay located behind the riprap.
Surface water and Storm Runoff
Surface runoff varies around the entire bay. Surface runoff on the south end of the bay is cut off
by State Route 20 (WDNR, 2008). Runoff through the southwest part of the basin is mostly
collected in ditches, diverted down towards the golf course, and then is pumped across Highway
20 into the pump station located between the Similk Beach Golf Course and Highway 20
(WDNR, 2008). When there is high storm flow, this pump station can be backed up, causing the
excess water at the pump station to be diverted through a culvert into Fidalgo Bay (WDNR,
2008).
Effluents from the Anacortes wastewater treatment facility also empty into the Guemes Channel,
which can mix into Fidalgo Bay. However, these effluents are treated and meet the EPA
standard for effluent discharge (Fidalgo Bay Aquatic Reserve EIA, 2000). Storm water outflow
collected in the streets and parking lots around Fidalgo Bay has the potential to empty into
Fidalgo Bay without being treated (WDNR, 2008). This contributes to the total amount of
suspended solids and other particulates discharged into the bay, which then could contribute to
problems with water quality. There is also a concern with pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers
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that are readily used at the golf course near the bay and can be potentially runoff into the bay.
This can be detrimental to the water quality depending on the quantity.
Though the City of Anacortes has three sewer overflows used to contain storm water during
high flows, there is still one untreated discharge into Fidalgo Bay allowed each year to
Washington State regulations (WDNR, 2008). However, this allowed discharge is not used
every year so the impact on the water quality is not considered great (WDNR, 2008).
Adjacent to Fidalgo Bay, there are refineries that can directly impact the water of Fidalgo Bay.
The effluent from the Shell refinery on the east side of the bay treats all of the effluents that it
discharges into the water (WDNR, 2008). The effluent is discharged into Guemes Channel
approximately one mile out from the shore near the refinery, and it contributes to the water
quality of Fidalgo Bay through the tidal currents that occur between Fidalgo Bay and Guemes
Channel. The refinery monitors the water quality of the effluent that it discharges into the bay to
make sure that the refinery is not causing problems within the bay. Other refineries have docks
located near the tip of March Point in the northern part of Fidalgo Bay (WDNR, 2008).
One refinery is owned by Tesoro. The effluents from this refinery are discharged at March Point,
which has the potential of mixing with the water within Fidalgo Bay (Arntzen et al, 2003).
According to the Feasibility Study performed by Ridolfi for the Samish Indian Nation, they found
that there were higher levels of silver in the water. There also could be cadmium, copper, and
lead present in the water, although it was not detected in the feasibility study (Ridolfi, 2008).
Groundwater
The protection of the groundwater is thought to be very important within Fidalgo Bay watershed
due to this area being an estuary. Since this is a transition area from fresh water to salt water,
there needs to be adequate input into the area to allow for the transition biome to exist (WDNR,
2008). Groundwater in the area is monitored in order to aid management of the bay and assess
contamination.
Most of the monitoring of the groundwater for Fidalgo Bay is done through groundwater
monitoring-wells. These wells were installed by Cascade Drilling and Shell Oil. Shell Oil had
approximately 128 wells installed to monitor the groundwater in the immediate vicinity of Fidalgo
Bay. Water has been encountered 15 to 30 feet below the surface of the land. Most of this water
goes toward Fidalgo Bay with the flow rate of around 110 feet per year and is discharged into
the southern end of Fidalgo Bay (WDNR, 2008). The wells have to be monitored also to help
reduce the amount of salt water intrusion that could potentially ruin some of the freshwater
sources of this area. Cascade Drilling and Shell Oil monitor and limit the amount of wells and
aquifers that are allowed around this area to make sure that the salt water intrusion is limited in
the amount if any (Arntzen et al, 2003).
Tidal Currents
At MLLW, the depth of the water is generally less than 10 feet, though in the deep channel that
runs south to north within the bay under the trestle—within the center of the bay—water can be
as deep as 15 to 20 feet (Ridolfi, 2008). Under current conditions, the tides were estimated for
high tide to be 8.9 feet above the average water depth at MLLW ( Ridolfi, 2008). The lowest tide
that they estimated was at 0.52 feet above MLLW. The current conditions have caused a
funneling effect under the trestle located in the center of the bay. This funneling has caused
scouring to occur and in turn has caused the area underneath to trestle to be deeper than the
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rest of the bay. The funneling also restricts the flow of the water into the southern end of the
bay. The mean velocity of the water at the current time is around 0.35 feet per second with the
highest flow at 1.3 feet per second (Ridolfi 2008).
Proposed Action
Impacts: The proposed action of the complete removal of the causeway will influence the tidal
currents the most out of every other factor. There are potential points of contamination from the
machinery and barges while the project is taking place, but these sources are minimal. There
could be a short-term impact of increased turbidity within the water from the removal by
vibration. During the removal of the pilings there will be nets to catch the sediment that is
disturbed by the vibration method of removal.
This complete removal would help restore the natural tidal flows within the area. It is expected
that the tidal flow would return to historic conditions. This action eliminates the ―funneling‖ action
that is currently taking place within Fidalgo Bay. The peak velocities within the area would be
reduced from the current conditions (Ridolfi, 2008).
The proposed action would increase the current velocities by an average 1.17%, though the
water would be distributed more evenly throughout the bay (Ridolfi, 2008).This impact is part of
the intended environmental benefit of the project, and thus would not need to be mitigated.
Alternative Action #1
Impacts: The alternative action of removing only a 200-ft section of the riprap change the
current velocities in the area. The pollution contamination from the machinery and barges would
be the same as the proposed action. The 200 ft section would have a bridge installed to cross
the gap. The installment of this bridge has the potential of causing more sedimentation into the
water, but this sediment could be collected while the installment is taking place. The change in
current velocities overall would be around 2.22% increase in the current velocities within the bay
(Ridolfi, 2008).
The removal of this section would help restore flow into the area, but at a decreased level as
compared to the proposed action, without causing scouring behind the riprap section. It still
restricts most of the flow within the area within the new channel that would be created. The
funneling effect that is currently taking place in the bay would be decreased but would not be
eliminated with this alternative action.
Alternative Action #2
Impacts: Removing the entire causeway with the method of cutting the creosote pilings has the
same effects and impacts as the proposed action as stated above while referring to restoration
of flow. The removal would leave creosote pilings in the area that could contribute to
contamination of the water.
No Action Alternative
Impacts: The no action alternative would leave the area at the base conditions as stated in the
description above. The funneling effect would not be reduced or mitigated and it would continue
to scour out the land. The armoring of the water done by the riprap would continue to cause
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problems with increased turbulence and wave action within this area. The water constriction
towards the central section of the bay caused by the riprap section will not change. The no
action alternative may have long term detrimental effects to the bay.

3.4 PLANTS AND ANIMALS
3.4.1 Flora
3.4.1.a Marine Flora
Description
The marine floras of Fidalgo Bay occupy two distinct habitats that include intertidal (above -4
feet MLLW) and sub-tidal (below -4 feet MLLW) regions. The intertidal habitat consists of sandy
to sand-mud substrate inhabited by native eelgrass Zostera marina, non-native eelgrass
Zostera japonica, rushes, sedges, and pickleweeds The sub-tidal region is inhabited by Zostera
marina, and a variety of macroalgae including brown, green, and red algae. The primary flora of
concern in the removal and replacement of the Fidalgo Bay causeway are the native eelgrass
meadows that are intermittently distributed throughout the estuary. The eelgrass beds provide
the ecological foundation of high productivity in this shallow marine estuary, supporting an
abundance and diversity of marine fish and invertebrates. (WDNR, 2008) The eelgrass leaves
provide essential habitat for many species, including salmon and support epiphytic algal
communities that provide the foundation of the food chain of the faunal ecosystem, and thus
serve as a bio-indicator. (Philips, 1983) Zostera marina beds are of particular interest in this
project, because they stabilize marine sediments, produce and export organic carbon, balance
water distribution of tidal flows, generate dissolved oxygen, and reduce the impacts of anaerobic
soils that are present at the site (Abdelrhman, 2008). The eelgrass beds require temperate
waters, low wave energy, clear water and unobstructed sunlight; therefore they are highly
susceptible to both natural and anthropogenic disturbances.
Proposed Action
Impacts: Complete removal of the causeway will encourage the long-term proliferation of native
eelgrass meadows. The removal and replacement of the causeway will restore tidal flow that will
be beneficial to the pollination process and increase sunlight encouraging the photosynthesis
process (Thom, 1990). During the removal and construction of the causeway, suspended
sediments and increased turbidity of the water will temporarily delay the growing period. These
adverse impacts can be mitigated by removing the causeway and driving new pilings during the
winter months and low tide when photosynthesis processes are minimal. The Port of Anacortes
initiated an Eelgrass Remediation Project in July of 2008 north of the causeway removal and
increased tidal flow should transport eelgrass pollens into the causeway removal area.
Reducing the riprap portion of the causeway near shore and replacing it with trestle would
increase light quality through reduction of suspended sediments caused by the interruption of
sediment transport and by reducing shade as a result of the impediment of the riprap’s physical
structure. Restoration of tidal flow through complete removal of the riprap would create a
significant positive impact for the eelgrass community of Fidalgo Bay.
Alternative Action #1
Impacts: The alternative action of removing a 200-ft section of the riprap filled portion of the
causeway would slightly increase eelgrass population by encouraging higher pollination rates in
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response to the increased tidal flow. The negative impacts of the shading caused by the pilings
would remain the same and would continue to have an adverse impact on eelgrass
communities in the immediate vicinity.
Alternative Action #2
Impacts: This action has similar impacts on the eelgrass beds as outlined in the proposed
action.
No Action Alternative
Impacts: Under this alternative, the flora would remain in the current condition. The riprap
portion of the causeway will continue to block sunlight and restrict tidal flow resulting in
underdeveloped intertidal eelgrass habitat. These adverse conditions promote the invasion of
non-native species Zostera japonica, reduce pollen dispersal rates, and reduce the
effectiveness of eelgrass restoration efforts in Fidalgo Bay. (Gayaldo, 2002) Without the
removal and improved design in the causeway replacement, native eelgrass beds are unlikely to
flourish.
3.4.1.b Terrestrial Flora
Description
The terrestrial environment consisting of sand or cobble beaches surrounding the Bay support
few common plant species include, seaside arrowgrass, foxtail barley, widgeon grass,
gumweed, orache, pickleweed, and seashore saltgrass (WDNR, 2008). The terrestrial flora is
unlikely to be adversely impacted by the removal or replacement of the causeway.
Proposed Action
Impacts: Increased tidal flow, wave exposure and changes in sediment transport due to
maximum removal of the causeway are expected to be non significant to the terrestrial flora.
Alternative Action 1 and 2
Impacts:The terrestrial flora is unlikely to be adversely impacted by the removal or replacement
of the causeway.
No Action Alternative
Impacts: The terrestrial flora is unlikely to be adversely impacted by the removal or replacement
of the causeway.

3.4.2 Fauna
3.4.2.a Marine Fauna
Description
Fidalgo Bay serves as a habitat for various marine life including, fish, invertebrates, bivalves
and avian species. The eelgrass beds found in Fidalgo Bay offer spawning and rearing habitat
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to forage fish, such as Pacific Herring (Clupea pallasii), Surf Smelt (Hypomesus pretiosus),
Sand Lance (Ammodytes hexapterus) and Chinook Salmon (Onchorhynchus tshawytscha)
(WDNR, 2008). Surf Smelt and Herring are the two main fish species of concern in this project
(Christine Woodward, personal communication, 2008). Eelgrass beds also provide food and
protection to juvenile fish. Otters have also been documented in Fidalgo Bay. Avian species
found on site include Great Blue Herons, Bald Eagles, Peregrine Falcons, and Gulls (WDNR,
2008). Migratory waterfowl can also be found seasonally. Pilings from the old railroad trestles
act as a substrate for barnacles, anemones, sea stars, sea squirts and tunicates. Replacement
pilings are expected to provide the same substrate for these species (Ridolfi, 2008). The riprap
portion of the causeway only supports barnacles. An abundance of shellfish and crab are found
in Fidalgo Bay, and the health of these is a major concern to the Samish Nation. Also of concern
are the mollusks found in the area that market value. Since these mollusks mostly are filter
feeders degraded water quality and anoxic soils could cause harmful accumulation from the
creosote, to occur within them. Filter feeders process large volumes of water throughout the day
making it easy for them to bioaccumulate contaminants, such as PAHs, PCB and
DDT (Potrykus et al, 2003, Akcha et al, 1999). A full list of marine species with their state and
federal status of being either threatened or endangered can be seen in Appendix B, Table 2.
Of concern is the Chinook Salmon which is federally listed as endangered or threatened
depending on the area and is a candidate as being listed within the state as being endangered
or threatened (WDNR, 2008). They are found in these waters between April and July using the
eelgrass beds for cover as a nursery and a transition area (WDNR, 2008). This area is also
thought to habitat to the threatened Bull Trout. There are eight endangered species of birds that
are native to the area. The concern for these birds are that the shores and land are being
degraded, reducing the amount of shellfish and mollusks that are available for food for these
birds. Due to the degradation of the land there is potential for the eelgrass beds to be reduced,
which could cause potential problems within the forage fish community. Herring use these beds
for spawning.
Proposed Action
Impacts: With complete removal of causeway will come increase tidal flow in the southern
portion of the bay. Many species prefer and will benefit from the increased tidal flow. Bivalves
will have increased aerobic sediments, providing a healthier habitat for them. The increased
flow will also exchange nutrients and help decrease any contaminants that remain. As explained
in the flora section of this document, increased flow and the removal of this structure have the
potential of increasing the eelgrass beds within the bay. This would allow more habitat for the
species that use the eelgrass beds in the area. Also by removing the riprap there would be less
wave energy and battering against the banks which would help reduce the erosion that is taking
place. This will provide better habitat for the intertidal species within this area.
Removal of the pilings should be done during times that spawning is not taking place to avoid a
potential disruption to important species. Avian species could benefit from the increase health of
the marine system, in that it could potentially provide them with an increase in prey. From visual
observations, gulls use the current concrete section of the causeway to crack open shells.
Depending on the replacement material of the causeway, this could be an issue for gulls. The
removal of the creosote pilings would decrease the degradation taking place within the water
and the release of PAHs from creosote pilings into the water. This would help mitigate problems
such as, accumulations of contaminants that can lead to cancer and DNA mutations, in shellfish
that filter feed in the water for their nutrients (Akacha et al, 1999; Lyytikainen et al, 2007).
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Alternative Action 1
Impacts: Alternative action 1 will have similar effects to the proposed action. There will not be as
much of an increase in tidal flow. However, there will still be benefits from the tidal flow created
by this alternative action. There still could be more degradation of the intertidal habitat, but this
will be mitigated from the existing conditions. Vibration removal of the pilings will have little to no
adverse effects on marine species. In fact the sounds produced from vibrating removal
techniques have shown to evoke an avoidance behavior in fish species (National Marine
Fisheries Service, 2003)
Alternative Action 2
Impacts: Alternative action 2 will have similar effects to proposed action. Using sawing
techniques to remove the pilings will be more disturbing to marine species and runs the risk of
temporarily increasing turbidity, as well as creating a contamination plume (National Marine
Fisheries Service, 2003). There is also the possibility of continued contamination of the site from
the piling stumps under the sediment.
No Action Alternative
Impacts: By taking no action chemicals will continue to be leached into the bay, and tidal flow
will continue to be minimal and not suitable for many species. Continues contamination and
minimal tidal flow will cause continues degradation in the environment, that is thought to be
detrimental to many of the fauna. Leaching of chemicals from the creosote pilings will also
continue and can cause detrimental effects to the organisms, such as lesions, cancer,
neurological and reproductive mutations, and DNA mutations (Sherry et al, 2006, Volgelbein
and Unger, 2006, Akcha et al, 1999).
3.4.2.b Terrestrial Fauna
Description
The only terrestrial fauna of concern are the migratory marine birds. We include them among
the marine fauna because they mainly feed in the marine environment and spend a fair amount
of time within the water.
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4. ELEMENTS OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
Description
The environment of Fidalgo Bay has been compromised from various factors including,
development, railroad trestles, and riprap. Fidalgo Bay is an aquatic reserve, making the
environmental health of the area a priority. The environmental health of Fidalgo Bay is important
not only to species that use it, but also to humans. The creosote pilings from the old railroad
trestle are still present and continue to leach creosote into the marine system. Currently there
are 770 creosote pilings covering approximately 2,020 linear feet in the bay. Creosote contains
over 300 chemical and numerous chemicals have been found near the creosote piling in the
sediment, soils and surface water.
Sediment has the highest amount of contaminants and is the biggest concern for organisms.
Semi-volatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs), Copper, Polychlorinated Biphenols (PCBs) and
fourteen Polyaromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) were found in sediments above screening levels
standards. Soils contain the metals, arsenic, chromium, copper, mercury and lead, three PAHs,
SVOCs, the pesticide 4,4’dichlorodiphenyltrichlorethane (DDT), PCBs, diesel and motor oil
hydrocarbons. Chromium, silver, cadmium and copper were found in surface water. Creosote
will continue to leach contaminants into the bay and will be ongoing source of pollution.
Chemicals found in sediments pose a threat to the organisms living both in and around the area.
PAH’s along with other chemicals found in the area can cause interruptions in DNA leading to
mutagens, leasions, nuerological and reproductive disruptions, as well as cancer (Potrykus et
al, 2003; Akcha et al, 1999; LeGoff et al, 2006). Organisms will continuously receive inputs of
the above pollutants, causing them to not only accumulate, but to also biomagnify certain
chemicals such as PCB’s and PAH’s, through the food web (Lyytikainen et al, 2007). Sediments
easily sorb PAH’s, which can then be taken up by sediment dwelling marine organisms, such as
clams and mussles (Lyytikainen et al, 2007).
An estimated 4,500 CY of sediment is contaminated and would potentially need to be removed
(RIDOLFI, 2008). Chrysene and benzo(a)anthracene are two PAHs that have been detected in
little neck clams living in the sediments of Fidalgo Bay and exceed the concentration set by the
National Toxic Rule Criteria list (RIDOLFI Inc. 2008). Shellfish in the area are an attraction to
many humans; if contaminated shellfish were harvested and eaten then the contamination
would then be passed on. Humans could also be exposed to the contamination via direct
contact with the water, sediment and/or pilings.
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Figure 4. Creosote leaching from the pilings at Fidalgo Bay.
(Photo courtesy Brittany Wilmot)
Proposed Action
Impacts: The proposed action would be beneficial to the environmental health of this
ecosystem. By removing the creosote pilings this would stop the leaching of chemicals into the
bay. While contaminated sediments would still remain in the system ideally the contaminants
would stay sorbed to the sediments and would not be disturbed, minimizing the impacts the
contaminants could have. However, certain organisms such as bivalves that come in direct
contact with sediment would still be affected making it advisable to remove the contaminated
sediments.
Alternative Action 1
Impacts: Alternative action 1 would have the same impacts as the proposed action. The removal
of the pilings by the vibrating technique has the possibility of disturbing the sediment and
releasing some of the contamination in it. However, this removal technique is the least
disruptive to sediment and the costs of having the pilings removed would out weight the
temporary disturbance of sediment.
Alternative Action 2
Impacts: Alternative action 2 would have similar effects as those in the proposed action.
However, by cutting off the pilings there will still be a small section of the creosote pilling left in
the sediment and leaching will still occur. The amount being leaching in the system would be
greatly decreased, yet will still remain an issue.
No Action Alternative
Impacts: The no action alternative would leave the creosote pilings in place, allowing the
leaching of contaminants to continue. This would cause detrimental effects to be seen
throughout the marine ecosystem.
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4.1.1 Noise
Description
In its current state, the trestle and causeway generate no noise beyond that of pedestrian use
and local fauna. As the causeway does not allow access to motorized vehicles, current noise
levels are minimal, consisting of walking, bicycling, and running sounds, as well as sounds
generated by local wildlife.
Proposed Action
Impacts: The proposed action would have temporary increased noise in the short term, during
the removal process. Removal of the filled causeway and trestle pilings will require the use of
machinery. The material from the causeway and pilings would need to be transported to
disposal facilities off-site using machinery such as tractor-trailers, cranes, helicopters, and
barges. The method for removal will largely utilize access from the water. However some land
access will be needed. Traffic from Highway 20 to the removal site will create additional noise
along Fidalgo Bay Road and West March Point Road and may have an impact on the
neighboring Fidalgo Bay RV Park. No long-term impacts are predicted. Any noise from
machinery used in the removal of the causeway would occur during general business hours
(Arntzen et al, 2003; Adams et al, 2003)
Mitigation: Utilizing the vibratory hammer extraction method has been found to decrease
potential impacts to fish populations by initiating an avoidance response in certain fish. Noise
from the machinery may be mitigated through the use of enclosed- or open-air bubble curtain
systems (NMFS, 2003). By operating within standard business hours, use of heavy machinery
will have minimal impact on those who would be affected by the increased noise. Though the
area under discussion may qualify as an area wherein tranquility or serenity is an characteristic
element of the local environment, construction noise is classified as exempt from noise
regulations under WAC 173-60-050(3)(a) (Adams et al, 2003). Chapter 173-60 of the WAC
contains regulations for the governance of acceptable noise levels.
Alternative Action #1
Impacts: Impacts are the same as for the Proposed Action
Alternative Action #2
Impacts: This alternative would have noise impacts similar to the Proposed Action, though the
sawing or cutting of the pilings would create a different type of temporary sound disturbance,
depending upon the machinery used. Lasting impacts are not predicted to occur.
No Action Alternative
Impacts: There are no significant impacts associated with this action.
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4.2 LAND AND SHORELINE USE
Description
The causeway runs parallel to tribally-owned land on the western shore of Fidalgo Bay at
Weaverling Spit and extends over state-owned aquatic lands to the eastern shore of Fidalgo
Bay on March Point. The aquatic lands are administered by the Samish Indian Tribe and
Washington Department of Natural Resources (WDNR, 2008).
City of Anacortes Comprehensive Plan
The causeway is owned by and managed under the jurisdiction of the City of Anacortes. The
western portion of the causeway is zoned Commercial Marine District (CM), the causeway itself
is designated Light Manufacturing (LM 1)—public and private recreational uses are conditionally
permitted under this zone—and the land eastward of the causeway is a Heavy Manufacturing
District, intended primarily for heavy manufacturing and related uses. The City’s Comprehensive
Plan calls for the enhancement and preservation of the City’s marine resources, as well as the
restoration and maintenance of marine habitats and resources. As a sub-area element of the
City’s Comprehensive Plan, the Revised Final Integrated Fidalgo Bay-Wide Plan & EIS
articulates the goals, objectives and policies for the area in and adjacent to the City of
Anacortes. Overall, the plan is intended to provide a guide for future growth and for
management of the area’s environmental resources. It attempts to balance objectives related to
accommodating local/regional economic development and protecting important habitat and
resources.
Fidalgo Bay Aquatic Reserve Management Plan
In 2008, the Fidalgo Bay Aquatic Reserve Management Plan was completed, with its primary
focus being to protect and restore the bay’s natural biological communities, habitats,
ecosystems and processes. The properties incorporated in the Washington State-owned
Fidalgo Bay Aquatic Reserve include the portion of the harbor area, waterways and beds of
navigable water in Fidalgo Bay owned by the State of Washington. The reserve boundaries
extend to the north and west from State Route 20 and to the east from March Point Road. The
reserve area includes the bedlands and the majority of the tidelands south of Weaverling Spit,
the bedlands and about 80 acres of tidelands north of the spit and extending north to a line
drawn west from Crandall Spit (see Figure 10). Approximately 12 private tideland parcels exist
within Fidalgo Bay adjacent to the current aquatic reserve boundaries. Three of the tideland
parcels adjacent to the reserve are owned by the Swinomish Indian Tribal Community, and five
are owned by the Samish Tribe. About 11 private parcels exist on the uplands surrounding
Fidalgo Bay aquatic reserve, four of which are owned by the Samish Indian Tribe. According to
the Fidalgo Bay Aquatic Reserve Management Plan, DNR will attempt to work cooperatively
with these property owners to ensure proper protection for the Aquatic Reserve. In 2000, the
Skagit Land Trust acquired the area south of the railroad trestle. Ownership of this area was
transferred to the state to be managed by DNR with a conservation easement held by Skagit
Land Trust. The easement requires that the site be managed solely for preservation of habitat
for fish and wildlife uses, and limited human uses (WDNR, 2008).
The Samish Tribe owns 40 acres of tidelands and 30 acres of upland properties on Weaverling
Spit. The Tribe has historic and cultural ties to Fidalgo Bay and the surrounding area and has
expressed a strong interest in the restoration of forage fish spawning habitat, improving water
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quality, restoration of native shellfish populations, and restoration of natural shoreline processes
in the bay (WDNR, 2008).
According to the Management Plan, the overall ecological site condition is modestly
compromised and degraded. Shoreline modifications, including filling of upper intertidal areas,
shoreline armoring, over-water structures (i.e., the railroad trestle), and loss of shoreline riparian
vegetation, primarily contribute to altered physical processes and reduction in critical habitat for
several species in the bay (see Figure 7). The percent of shoreline armored is greater than 60
percent (Williams et al, 2003).
City of Anacortes Shoreline Master Plan
The Anacortes Shoreline Master Program is a planning document that outlines goals and
policies for the use, development, protection, and restoration of shorelines of the City. It is also
a regulatory ordinance with regulations for development intended to implement the goals and
policies. Development within the shorelines must also comply with the City of Anacortes
Comprehensive Plan, the Fidalgo Bay Sub-Area Plan, and the City Development Regulations.
Where conflict exists, the one most protective of the environment shall be implemented (City,
2007a). According to the Shoreline Master Plan, the area of Fidalgo Bay south of the trestle is
designated as Conservancy and the northwest shore of Weaverling Spit is designated as Urban.
The Conservancy designation is intended to protect and restore the public benefits and
ecological functions of open space, natural areas and other sensitive lands (e.g., valuable
historic, educational, or scientific research areas, and areas of high scenic value), where they
exist within the City, while allowing a variety of compatible uses. It consists of ―valuable natural,
cultural, or historical resources or environmental conditions that should be protected, conserved,
and managed so that those resources and areas remain available for the benefit of the public
(City, 2007a).‖ Additionally, lands under the Conservancy designation ensure the preservation
of scenic and non-renewable natural resources, as well as the conservation of renewable
resources for the benefit of existing and future generations by limiting permitted uses and
assuring that they are located and designed appropriately. Uses that preserve the natural
character of the area or promote preservation of open space, culturally or historically significant
sites, or sensitive lands, either directly or over the long term, and uses that result in restoration
of ecological functions are encouraged in these areas. The Conservancy designation of south
Fidalgo Bay is consistent with the state aquatic reserve designation and will provide another
level of protection from development. These master plan designations extend 200 feet landward
of the ordinary high water mark. Additionally, the objectives of the Shoreline Master Plan include
the protection and restoration of native vegetation, wetlands, intertidal processes, and the
removal/replacement of unused creosote pilings and timbers with nontoxic alternatives (City
2007a; City 2008b).
Proposed Action
Impacts: The proposed action is in compliance with the achievement of ecologically related
goals and objectives stated by the City of Anacortes Comprehensive plan, the Fidalgo Bay
Aquatic Reserve Management Plan, and the City of Anacortes Shoreline Master Plan. The
tidelands that will be most affected by the Proposed Action are those south of the trestle, the
majority of which are owned by the Washington State DNR. The improvement of environmental
conditions resulting from the removal of the causeway and the creosote-treated pilings is in
direct compliance with the state’s goal of restoration of the bay’s natural biological habitats,
ecosystems, and processes, as well as the Samish Tribe’s interest in improving water quality
and restoring shellfish populations and shoreline processes.
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Alternative Action #1
Impacts: The impacts are the same as for the Proposed Action
Alternative Action #2
Impacts: The impacts are the same as for the Proposed Action
No Action Alternative
Impacts: The no action alternative would leave the shoreline in its existing state. The armored
portion of Weaverling Spit that is the causeway will continue to permanently reduce intertidal
habitat and obstruct intertidal processes.

4.2.1 Light and Glare
Description
Currently there are no lights affixed to the causeway portion of the trail, and there are no plans
for putting lighting on it with this renovation process. As a result, lighting and glare complications
are not an issue currently in the area (Gary Robinson, City of Anacortes, personal
communication). No significant glare is created by the trestle, pilings or causeway.
The causeway does prevent some light from penetrating the area below the trestle portion on
the eastern half. This may reduce the ability for the habitat directly below the trestle to receive
sunlight; however, it may also provide refuge for plant or animal species not adapted to land
light not historically present. The existing structures may also afford additional opportunities for
predators to ambush prey.
Proposed Action
Impacts: Short term adverse impacts from light and glare may be generated during the removal
process. There will be no long-term impacts to light and glare once the causeway is renovated.
Lighting in dark hours for construction purposes should be kept to a minimum; lighting should be
kept to general business hours as much as possible.
Alternative Action #1
Impacts: Impacts are the same as in the proposed action.
Alternative Action #2
Impacts: Impacts are the same as in the proposed action
No Action Alternative
Impacts: In the no action alternative scenario, no new lighting will be applied and the area
currently has no lighting. Lighting and glare complications do not occur with this alternative
since there is no lighting of the area currently.
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4.2.2 Aesthetics
Description
Interviews with the City (Gary Robinson, City of Anacortes; Ryan Larsen, City of Anacortes,
personal communications) and Tribal (Christine Woodward, personal communication)
employees, the Friends of the Tommy Thompson Parkway (personal communications) and a
telephone survey by the City (City, 2008a) indicate strong public approval of the existing trail,
and insist upon rapid replacement once the existing structure is removed. The Anacortes Draft
Parks Comprehensive Plan, released by the City in 2008, states that the causeway provides
access to the beach, and views of the Cascade Mountains, as well as views of the area
surrounding Fidalgo Bay.

Figure 5. Photograph depicting the trestle portion of the causeway, taken
from March Point. (Photo Courtesy of Mackenzie Dolstad)
Proposed Action
Impacts: The aesthetic impact of the causeway and its removal is subjective; aesthetics are a
matter of personal taste (Adams et al, 2003). The causeway is somewhat of a dominant feature
on the landscape when looking out to the bay from State Route 20 (see Figure 2) and nearby
roads. Removing the riprap infill on the western portion of the causeway and replacing it with an
elevated bridge, deck and concrete pilings may be an aesthetically pleasing change to the bay,
compared to the current riprap, gravel, and stones under that portion of the causeway. Also, the
removal of the approximately 2,360 feet of fill material and replacement with a bridge deck will
allow for greater visibility out to the bay from those on the southern portion of the bay at ground
level. Additionally, the creosote-treated pilings on the eastern portion of the trestle are currently
covered in black tar material (creosote) and many are broken, which is generally unpleasing
aesthetically (see Figure 4, Figure 5). Removing these pilings and replacing them with concrete
or steel material may be generally more pleasing. This action also affords the potential for
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increased wildlife viewing opportunities. It also allows increased tidal flow, and may give the
appearance of a repaired bay, increasing the aesthetic quality of the area.
Alternative Action #1
Impacts: The removal of one 200-ft portion of the fill material on the western portion of the
causeway will be less aesthetically pleasing than removal of the entire filled portion of the
causeway. The current fill may have to be stabilized using reinforcements from where the fill
material is taken out, reducing the visual consistency of an all cement piling structure.
Alternative Action #2
Impacts: Impacts are the same as in the proposed action, as changes made to the filled
causeway are the same, and the remnants of the severed pilings would not be noticeable.
No Action Alternative
Impacts: The causeway in its current state is generally unpleasing aesthetically as it protrudes
out in the bay atop riprap and gravel fill material, and appears to be dissecting the natural flow
of the bay in a visual sense.

4.2.3 Recreation
Description
The Tommy Thompson Parkway was created to provide recreational opportunities to the
residents of Anacortes and visitors to the area. Numerous walkers, runners, and cyclists use the
trail. A recent telephone survey (City, 2008a) conducted by the City of Anacortes indicated that
the citizens of Anacortes heavily favor the Parkway. Discussions with Friends of the Tommy
Thompson Parkway (Steve Jahn, personal communication) indicate that the causeway and trail
have positive recreational benefits for the City and visitors to the area. The City has recently
installed a counter to assist in quantifying the number of users on the parkway. The current
unofficial numbers created by the use of this counter give an average of approximately 1100
passes per week (Gary Robinson, personal communication). Representatives of the City (Gary
Robinson, Ryan Larsen, personal communication) have indicated that the trail is significantly
utilized by residents and visitors. Communications with the Samish Indian Nation (Christine
Woodward; personal communication) have indicated that the causeway is used by commuters
to and from the refineries on top of its recreational use. The Parkway also provides an
alternative to Highway 20 for those commuting near Anacortes using non-motorized vehicles.
As the Parkway is paved and does not have a steep grade, it is accessible under the Americans
with Disabilities Act, providing scenic shoreline and bay views to pedestrians with disabilities
(City, 2006).
Beginning at 9th Street and Q Avenue, the Parkway runs 3.3 miles, following the former railroad,
to March Point (see Figure 1). The City is currently planning an extension of the trail system
which would connect Washington Park, via a trail along the Guemes Channel, to the Tommy
Thompson Parkway (City, 2008a). The telephone survey indicated that 59 percent of Anacortes
residents are in favor of expanding this trail system. (City, 2008a). The 2007 City Transportation
Plan Policy 3.1a indicates that the city is in favor of expanding recreational opportunities for
walking and cycling paths in the region (City, 2007b).
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The Fidalgo Bay Causeway under investigation is part of the heavily used Tommy Thompson
Parkway. The Parkway was established for bicycles and pedestrians. Currently, bicycles on the
trail must be wary of broken shells on the riprap filled portion of the causeway (covered by
cement, as opposed to a Trex Deck composite that makes up the boards of the renovated
trestle portion of the causeway), as birds use the hard cement to break open shells for food. The
portion of the trestle that is covered in Trex Deck composite is much softer, and as a result,
birds cannot use the surface to break open shells – resulting in very few to no broken shells on
the trestle portion, and no hazard for bicyclists on the trail.
Proposed Action
Impacts: Removal of the causeway will significantly affect recreation in the short term. The
causeway would not be accessible during removal and during the time needed to construct a
replacement structure. Removal of the existing structure could take several months, as removal
of the superstructure could take at least one week, and removal crews are typically able to
remove 50-60 pilings per day. Removal of the material filling the causeway would take
additional time (Lisa Kaufman, personal communication). Parkway access near the Fidalgo Bay
RV Resort on the western side of the bay may be used by the removal equipment, which could
potentially impinge upon use and access to the resort.
To mitigate this impact, removal should be done in conjunction with the construction of a new
causeway, and should be attempted in the winter months when use is at lower levels, and other
environmental effects will be similarly ameliorated.
Alternative Action #1
Impacts: Impacts are generally the same as for the Proposed Action.
Alternative Action #2
Impacts: Impacts are generally the same as for the Proposed Action.
No Action Alternative
Impacts: There are no negative impacts associated with this action, though broken shells (from
birds) on the cement portion of the causeway covering the riprap infill does create some hazard
to bicycle tires on the trail.

4.2.4 Historic and Cultural Preservation
Description
The Fidalgo Bay causeway is not currently designated as a historical structure, though it has
been recommended as eligible to be listed in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
The original causeway consisted of 560 pilings, many have since been broken, replaced and
buried by modern pilings over time by the Great Northern Railroad (before 1970) and the
Burlington Northern Railroad company until its abandonment thereafter (c. 1990). In 2003, the
causeway was surveyed by the Washington Department of Archaeological and Historic
Preservation (DAHP) to determine the historic and cultural impacts of converting the abandoned
railway to a trail as part of the Tommy Thompson Parkway. Despite the causeway itself being
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recorded as an archaeological site, the impacts from this project were not considered significant
enough to stop it from continuing (Hodges, 2003). In 2005, original rails and hardware were
removed and a new deck was constructed over the existing railroad ties and sub-deck support
structure to create a portion of the Tommy Thompson Parkway (NAT, 2007). Fidalgo Bay is
recognized as a site of significant cultural importance, and specifically Weaverling Spit and
March Point have strong cultural ties to the Samish Nation. Weaverling Spit is a shell midden
that has also been reported as an archaeological site by the DAHP and eligible to be listed in
the NRHP (Hodges, 2003). Several archaeological surveys have been conducted between 2002
and 2006 in the region, removing all known artifacts of cultural and historical significance. It is
important to recognize that due to the historical high harvesting rates and winter villages that
were present along the coastline, it is probable that historical and cultural artifacts exist beneath
the sediment (Barsh, 1998). The Bay itself and the 40 acres of tribally owned tidelands in the
area are of significant cultural importance inherent in the Tribe’s cultural values of preservation,
protection, and enhancement of all natural resources within Samish historical and cultural
territory. This cultural importance is marked in the Samish Indian Nation Natural Resource
Mission Statement:
―The mission of the Samish Indian Nation Natural Resource Department is to preserve, protect and
enhance all natural resources within the Samish historical and cultural territory by helping integrate
community values, and ecosystem health in every decision that upholds the Tribes Sovereign right for
protection of all natural resources.” (Samish, 2008)

Native shellfish that have been historically harvested by the Samish have long been disrupted in
response to overharvesting and possibly to the reduction in circulation caused by the presence
of the riprap portion of the causeway. They are no longer of marketable value to the Nation.
Native shellfish restoration projects are currently being done along the Spit in order to reinstate
this important cultural resource. Weaverling Spit remains a rarely preserved shell midden and
the Samish Nation intends on restoring and preserving this area for its educational, ceremonial,
and cultural value (Wilson, 2004).
Proposed Action
Impacts: Maximum removal of the riprap will have significant positive long-term impacts in the
restoration, preservation, and protection of the Samish Nation’s traditional cultural landscape
(Cannon, 2000). Enhancements of the southern portion of the bay inherent in the completion of
the proposed action would help enable the Samish Indian Nation in the recovery and
preservation of culturally significant tidelands surrounding the causeway. Full removal of the
causeway and creosote-treated pilings would preserve the Tribe’s cultural ties to its land, and
the maintenance of a healthy ecosystem in Fidalgo Bay. Further, tribal members may be able to
once again harvest shellfish as their ancestors did for a marketable and cultural value with
increased tidal flow and connectivity in the bay.
Additionally, the impact that this action may have on the ability to educate other organizations
about the significant positive impacts related to the preservation of an important natural
resource like the bay will be a positive example for other parts of the Puget Sound. There may
be minimal adverse impacts during the removal of the pilings with the potential of heavy
machinery damaging artifacts that may be present in the sediments. These potential artifacts
are not currently accessible or identifiable for removal. Therefore, adverse impacts are deemed
minimal. The causeway structure itself, including the riprap and trestle, has no inherent cultural
or historic value according to the City of Anacortes Historic Preservation Board. However, since
both the causeway itself and the nearby shell midden have been deemed archaeological sites
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by the DAHP and are eligible for the NRHP, historical and cultural impacts to both sites must be
mitigated.
Mitigation: If the two archaeological sites (the causeway and Weaverling Spit) do become
designated on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), more detailed surveys will need
to be completed and documented. The shell midden at Weaverling Spit extends under the
current causeway and data recovery of the portions destroyed during removal of the causeway
will need to be surveyed and recorded. Currently, the site is not designated as a NRHP and
mitigation measures are not required until this designation goes into effect (Hodges, 2003).
Alternative Action #1
Impacts: The impacts for this action are the same as in the Proposed Action.
Mitigation: The mitigation for this action is the same as in the Proposed Action
Alternative Action #2
Impacts: The impacts for this action are the same as in the Proposed Action.
Mitigation: The mitigation for this action is the same as in the Proposed Action
No Action Alternative
Impacts: Under the no action alternative, the cultural and historical significant impacts will
remain as outlined in the description. There will be no further construction related damage and
tidal flow, remaining the same, will not dramatically alter sediments that could disturb potential,
currently unidentified historical and cultural artifacts. The cultural landscape would not be
restored to represent a more historic and ecologically beneficial tidal-flow and the traditional
culturally valuable shellfish harvesting practice would remain non-economically viable.

4.3 TRANSPORTATION
Description
Roads
The relevant section of Fidalgo Bay is bordered by three roadways. Fidalgo Bay Road,
classified as a local street by the City (City 2007, appendix E), branches from State Route (SR)
20 and follows the western shore of Fidalgo Bay, allowing access to the western portion of the
Tommy Thompson Parkway. SR 20 runs along the southern portion of Fidalgo Bay, and is
classified as a Principal Arterial in the region, facilitating traffic flows from the major traffic
generators. West March Point Road runs along the eastern shore of Fidalgo Bay and is
classified as a Minor Arterial—indicating that it serves the purpose of moving traffic to
neighborhoods and toward major arterials (City, 2007b, Appendix B; 2007 Chapter 2).
Current estimates indicate that Fidalgo Bay Road and March Point Road are both well below
their total capacity factors. Fidalgo Bay Road had an average daily volume (ADV) of 600, and a
daily capacity of 12,200; March Point Road had an ADV of 1,900 between South and North
Texas Roads, and 5,100 between SR 20 and South Texas Road, with a daily capacity of 12,200
(City, 2007b).
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The City has determined that the pavement condition of Fidalgo Bay Road is in need of
reconstruction, and that rejuvenation efforts no longer have the ability to sustain the life of the
road (City, 2007b, Appendix E).
Proposed Action
Impacts: Machinery for land-based removal operations would need to be transported via West
March Point Road or Fidalgo Bay Road. As the pavement of Fidalgo Bay Road has been
determined to be in need of replacement, the addition of heavy machinery has the potential to
exacerbate the problems of deterioration. The City currently has plans to reconstruct Fidalgo
Bay Road in the future.
Alternative Action # 1
Impacts: Impacts for this alternative are the same as in the Proposed Action.
Alternative Action # 2
Impacts: Impacts for this alternative are the same as in the Proposed Action.
No Action Alternative
Impacts: There are no significant impacts under the No Action alternative.

4.4 PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILITIES
Description
Public services and emergency response for the site are provided by the City of Anacortes, and
are coordinated with Skagit County authorities when necessary, as in the case of a water
emergency.
There are currently no long-term water, sewer or electrical facilities provided by the City at the
site of the Fidalgo Bay crossing. The City has placed a portable restroom facility near the
Fidalgo Bay RV Resort, and has also provided waste services in the form of a garbage can
which was installed and is maintained by the City.
There is one public restroom facility located at the 22nd Street and R Avenue portion of the
Tommy Thompson Parkway. The Fidalgo Bay RV Resort, on the western side of the Bay, has
restroom facilities as well. Additional restroom facilities are not planned at this time.
At this point in time, there are no plans to add any additional utilities to the site in the
replacement construction.
Proposed Action
Impacts: The removal of the causeway and pilings is not expected to have any impact upon
public services or utilities. Any utilities required during the removal process would need to be
supplied by the removal crews on a temporary basis.
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Alternative Action #1
Impacts: This alternative has the same impacts as the Proposed Action.
Alternative Action #2
Impacts: This alternative has the same impacts as the Proposed Action.
No Action Alternative
Impacts: Under this alternative, no impacts would occur, as the system would remain in its
current state.
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5. Potential Replacement Impacts
Introduction
The Fidalgo Bay Causeway Removal project is not expected to occur without the construction of
a new span across the Bay. The alternatives discussed for removal in the previous sections
include the replacement of the existing structure with a new edifice. At this point in time, there
are no firm plans regarding the design elements of the new structure, except that the riprap filled
portion of the causeway—from Weaverling Spit eastward—will likely be replaced with an
elevated bridge deck, and all creosote-treated pilings will be replaced with a more
environmentally-friendly material. The following sections will discuss potential environmental
impacts related to the new construction.
The Proposed Action concerns the replacement of the existing causeway with a new structure,
set on concrete or steel pilings which would be installed using the vibrating hammer method.
Specific descriptions of the current site information corresponding to the sections following can
be found in Sections 4 and 5 of this document.

5.1 EARTH
5.1.1 Geology
5.1.2a Soils
Proposed Action
Impacts: The construction of a new walkway is not expected to significantly affect soils in the
area. The walkway would be anchored on soils on March Point and at the base of Weaverling
Spit.

5.1.2b Sediments
Proposed Action
Impacts: The installation of a new piling-based structure is expected to have similar impacts on
sediment as listed in Section 3.1.2b. Piling installation using the vibrating hammer method may
disturb smaller particles, suspending them in the water column. Other debris and toxic
compounds may also be released using this method. Vibrations may also affect the layering of
the sediment around the new pilings. If the sediment surrounding the existing causeway is found
to be contaminated beyond Sediment Quality Standard levels listed in Chapter 173-204 of the
Washington Administrative Code, and are dredged, sediment dispersal impacts will be
mitigated. The use of a silt curtain could also mitigate the turbidity and sediment disturbance.
Constructing the new structure concurrently with the removal of the existing structure would also
mitigate these impacts, as efforts to mitigate removal impacts would also be addressed.
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5.1.3 Erosion/Enlargement of Land Area
Proposed Action
Impacts: The construction of a new structure may cause erosion through compaction of inland
soils through the use of heavy machinery and increased traffic in the area. These impacts are
expected to be short term, and not continue after the construction ends.

5.2 AIR QUALITY
Proposed Action
Impacts: As in the removal process, air quality would be minimally impacted in the short term
due to exhaust from the machinery used in the installation of the new pilings. Impacts are not
expected to linger, or to be significantly detrimental to air quality (Arntzen et al, 2003).

5.3 WATER
Proposed Action
Construction Impacts
Installation of a new structure using heavy machinery increases the potential for spilled fuel,
oils, and hydraulic liquid into the water surrounding the site. The machinery used in construction
would need to be refueled on-site, increasing the potential for spills or leaks. Water quality could
be protected, and impacts mitigated, through the application of best management practices
regarding prevention of and response to, fuel spills. The installation of new pilings would
increase turbidity levels and sediment dispersal during the process. Increased turbidity could
negatively impact marine flora and fauna in the short-term (Arntzen et al, 2003).
Long-term Impacts
The new structure would rest upon pilings of either steel or concrete, removing the potential
impacts resulting from wood pilings, and increasing the time needed until replacement. Steel or
concrete pilings would not be treated with creosote and are not expected to leach contaminants
into the water. Effort should be made to keep galvanized material or copper from being used in
construction as they can be detrimental to aquatic life and water quality (Arntzen et al, 2003).
The new pilings should be installed with enough space between each piling to prevent tidal flow
impacts. Current standards follow the approach of a distance between pilings at a minimum of
three feet (Army, 1990).

5.4 PLANTS AND ANIMALS
Impacts: Construction requiring the use of heavy machinery has the potential to disturb—
possibly crush—organisms living in the construction zone. Care should be taken to avoid this as
much as possible. These effects will be minimized when coupled with removal, especially if
sediments are sufficiently contaminated to require removal.
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5.4.1 Flora
Proposed Action
Impacts: Marine flora may be disturbed in the short-term, as new pilings are driven into the
sediment, suspending particles. If the new structure is built parallel to the existing causeway and
trestle, available habitat under the structure would be decreased temporarily.
Impacts on flora could be mitigated through the use of steel grating instead of solid plastic
composite boards, which would allow light to flow through and facilitate the recovery and growth
of eelgrass beneath the new structure. Construction in the winter months and low-tide is
recommended. Efforts should be made to avoid concentration of larger numbers of pilings in the
near-shore area to mitigate impacts in this area. (Arntzen et al, 2003).

5.4.2 Fauna
Proposed Action
Impacts: Terrestrial fauna is not expected to be significantly affected by the project. Marine
fauna may be affected in the short term due to the potential for increased turbidity and exposure
to potentially contaminated sediments suspended during the piling installation. Installing the new
pilings in the winter months when fauna is less active, removing contaminated sediment, and
utilizing best practices such as silt curtains will mitigate the impacts (Arntzen et al, 2003).
Marine life has colonized the existing pilings. Replacement of these pilings should allow marine
life to colonize the new pilings.

5.5 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
Proposed Action
Impacts: Efforts should be made to avoid use of materials known to negatively impact the
environment. Contamination from exposure to PAH-laden sediments is possible, though if these
sediments are sufficiently contaminated, they should be dredged and removed along with the
causeway and trestle. This should mitigate the potential for negative impacts during installation
of the new structure (Arntzen et al, 2003).
If contaminated sediments are dredged, the environmental health of the area should increase
due to the lower levels of toxicity in the sediment and water.

5.5.1 Noise
Proposed Action
Impacts: Noise from the vibrating hammer piling installation is expected to disturb the local
environment in the short-term. Heavy machinery would be necessary in the installation process.
The impacts on the local environment could be mitigated by performing piling installation in the
winter months, and utilizing air bubble curtains to minimize underwater noise impacts (NMFS,
2003; Arntzen et al, 2003; Adams et al, 2003).
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5.6 LAND AND SHORELINE USE
Proposed Action
Impacts: No significant impacts are expected.

5.6.1 Light and Glare
Proposed Action
Impacts: Construction may require temporary use of lighting to complete the project. There are
no current plans to add any light fixtures to the new structure crossing the bay (Gary Robinson,
personal communication). Any impacts would be minimal, as construction will likely be limited to
normal business hours during the winter months. No lasting impacts are expected.

5.6.2 Aesthetics
Proposed Action
Impacts: As mentioned previously, aesthetics subjective. Replacing the existing, creosotetreated, leaching pilings with concrete or steel pilings may be aesthetically pleasing to some.
The removal of the traditional pilings may also be a negative change in the eyes of those who
enjoy looking at the historic structure. Current information indicates that the nature of the bay
crossing is less important than its existence. Anacortes residents have indicated that they are in
favor of the trail and City representatives indicate that a replacement structure should be built
concurrently with the removal of the existing structure, or directly after (Terry Sloteman,
Christine Woodward, Gary Robinson, personal communications; City 2008)

5.6.3 Recreation
Proposed Action
Impacts: As the removal and replacement process is expected to take several months,
recreation will be significantly impacted in the short-term. The crossing will not be accessible
during the removal and replacement of the structure. Recreational use of the trail will be
hindered by the closure of this portion during the construction process. No significant long-term
impacts are expected.

5.6.4 Historic and Cultural Preservation
Proposed Action
Impacts: No impacts beyond those discussed in previous sections are expected.
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5.7 TRANSPORTATION
Proposed Action
Impacts: As discussed previously, the pavement of Fidalgo Bay Road is significantly
deteriorated, and the City has determined that it needs to be replaced. Machinery used to
transport crews and materials would likely need to access the site via Fidalgo Bay Road and
March Point Road. The deterioration of Fidalgo Bay Road could be exacerbated by this
machinery. No impacts to March Point Road are expected (City, 2007b).

5.8 PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILITIES
Proposed Action
Impacts: No significant impacts are expected.

6. Elements of the Environment Not Addressed
Energy and Natural Resources were not addressed within this Environmental Impact
Assessment due to insignificant information available to assess this element of the environment.
The only potential energy available in the area that would be affected would be energy from
tides which was not important in the area.
Terrestrial fauna was not discussed due to the only fauna present at the area are of more avian
species who readily use the aquatic environment for many of their processes. This information
is included in the Marine Fauna Section (see Appendix B for a complete list of all species in the
area).
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8. APPENDICES
Appendix A. Soils

Figure 6. Area of interest surrounding Fidalgo Bay, the soil map units in this EIA come
from the area outlined in this figure.
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Table 1. The soil map units in the area of interest (AOI) for the selected area around
Fidalgo Bay.
Skagit County Area, Washington (WA657)
Map Unit
Symbol
Map Unit Name
9 Beaches
10 Bellingham silt loam
Bow gravelly loam, low precipitation, 0 to 3
18 percent slopes
Bow gravelly loam, low precipitation, 3 to 8
19 percent slopes
20 Bow-Urban land complex, 0 to 8 percent slopes
Clallam-Urban land complex, 0 to 8 percent
31 slopes
35 Coveland gravelly loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes
36 Coveland gravelly loam, 3 to 10 percent slopes
46 Dystric Xerochrepts, 45 to 70 percent slopes
Fidalgo-Lithic Xerochrepts-Rock outcrop complex,
55 3 to 30 percent slopes
72 Hydraquents, tidal
79 Keystone loamy sand, 8 to 30 percent slopes
Laconner very gravelly loamy sand, 8 to 15
86 percent slopes
Lithic Haploxerolls-Rock outcrop complex, 70 to
90 90 percent slopes
142 Tacoma silt loam, drained
Whistle-Fidalgo-Rock outcrop complex, 30 to 65
156 percent slopes
165 Xerorthents, 0 to 5 percent slopes
Subtotals for Soil Survey Area
Totals for Area of Interest

Acres in AOI
10.3
1.8

Percent of
AOI
0.40%
0.10%

8.7

0.40%

2.2
11.5

0.10%
0.50%

13.1
129.4
10.6
0.4

0.50%
5.20%
0.40%
0.00%

81.5
29.7
54.5

3.30%
1.20%
2.20%

0

0.00%

16.2
0.4

0.70%
0.00%

17.6
223.5
611.5
2,490.20

0.70%
9.00%
24.60%
100.00%
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Modified Shorelines in Fidalgo Bay Map

Figure 7. Aerial view depicting modified and armored shorelines in Fidalgo Bay (WDNR,
2008).
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Appendix B. Flora and Fauna
Floral Distribution in Fidalgo Bay Map

Figure 8. Aerial view depicting submerged aquatic vegetation in Fidalgo Bay (WDNR, 2008).
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Habitat Distribution in Fidalgo Bay Map

Figure 9. Aerial view depicting marine fauna habitat use in Fidalgo Bay (WDNR, 2008).
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Table 2. Supplemental Biological Resources Information Species observed in Fidalgo
bay (WDNR, 2008).
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Appendix C. Land and Shoreline Use
Fidalgo Bay General Ownerships Map

Figure 10. Aerial view depicting Fidalgo Bay Aquatic Reserve in the Southern portion of
Fidalgo Bay. Aquatic reserve lands are owned by the state of Washington Department of
Natural Resources
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